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Teachers’ Guide (English)
Unit-1

Worksheets

Grade 6

WORKSHEET-1
Lesson Plan-4
WRITING SKILLS (Paragraph Writing)

Read the paragraph given below and follow instructions:
‘The Importance of a Pencil for me'
A pencil is a useful thin cylindrical tool consisting of a thin rod of graphite encased in wood that is
sharpened to a point for marking, writing, and drawing. I chose to write about a pencil because it is a
useful tool and I use it almost every day. I use a pencil not only to write my notes with but also to draw
and to illustrate diagrams and pictures. For as long as I can remember, pencils have been my
companions. When I was a baby, my mother used to give me color pencils, which kept me busy while
she was busy with her chores. When I grew a little older, and started school, I used a pencil to do my
classwork and homework. Initially, I would have to sharpen my pencil repeatedly, which annoyed me
as it disrupted the flow of my thoughts. It was then that I realized that there are pencils with a weak
graphite and ones which have a strong lead. After knowing this, I
made sure that I bought pencils with a strong graphite, which was a
good idea, as my sharpener remained idle most of the time after this.
Q 1: Identify the topic sentence and write below.
Topic sentence:
_______________________________________________________________________________
Q 2. Write the definition of a pencil.
______________________________________________________________________________
Q 3. Write three supporting details.
1. _____________________________________________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________________________________________
Q 4. Fill in the columns below with appropriate specific words, vivid verbs and modifiers and write
them under the correct headings: (One example of each has been done for your ease).
Specific words
Example: cylindrical tool

Vivid verbs
Example: encased,
sharpened

2

Modifiers
Example: thin rod of graphite

Teachers’ Guide (English)

Worksheets

Unit-1

WORKSHEET-2

Grade 6

Lesson Plan-5, Period-1
Common and Proper Nouns
·

·

Common nouns are general names of persons, places, animals and things. They are not
capitalized unless they begin a sentence.
Examples: country, chair, girl, boy, school, burger, city
Proper nouns are special names of persons, places, animals and things. Proper nouns always
start with capital letter.
Examples: Pakistan, Ali, Lahore, Pakistan Day, River Sindh, September.

A. Write a correct proper noun for each common noun in the right hand column.

Common Noun

Proper Noun

1.

country

2.

river

3.

day

4.

player

5.

city

6.

president

7.

holiday

8.

month

9.

planet

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

10. continent

B. Read each word below. If it is a common noun write “common noun”. If it is a proper noun

re-write the word with capital letters.
1. gujranwala
2. vegetable
3. school
4. river indus
5. box
6. saturday
7. baseball
8. allama iqbal
9. earth
10. teacher

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
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Unit-1

Worksheets
WORKSHEET-3

Grade 6

Lesson Plan-5, Period-2
Capitalization
·

Rules of capitalization, learnt earlier are to recognize and apply capitalization to the initial
letter of the:
o first word of a sentence
o names of people, pets and places
o proper nouns: days of the week, months of the year, names of holidays and special
events and groups.

A. Write each proper noun correctly using capital letters. Then, write a sentence with each.
One has been done for you.
Example:
alexander graham bell - Alexander Graham Bell
Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone.
1. chinese -

______________________________

____________________________________________________________________
2. september -

______________________________

____________________________________________________________________
3. Eid -ul-Azha -

______________________________

____________________________________________________________________
4. cinderella -

______________________________

____________________________________________________________________
5. quaid -e-azam -

______________________________

____________________________________________________________________
B. Rewrite each title using the correct capitalization.
1. alice in wonderland

_______________________________________

2. spiderman

_______________________________________

3. thirsty crow

_______________________________________

4. grapes are sour

_______________________________________

5. honesty is the best policy

_______________________________________
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Worksheets

Unit-1

WORKSHEET-4

Grade 6

Lesson Plan-5, Period-3
Apostrophe
·

An apostrophe is normally used:
o with the letter “s” to show ownership or possession.

A. Rewrite each sentence by placing the apostrophe in the correct place to show possession.
1. This is Ajmals hat.
__________________________________________________________________________
2. Anam likes to sit behind her friends seat.
__________________________________________________________________________
3. The lads car had broken down.
__________________________________________________________________________
4. Babars dog has been missing for two weeks.
__________________________________________________________________________
5. Sadaf borrowed Aslams bat.
__________________________________________________________________________
6. Sarah borrowed Jaffars shirt for her son.
__________________________________________________________________________
7. They lost Beenishs doll.
__________________________________________________________________________
8. Mariums father is a doctor.
_________________________________________________________________________
B. Rewrite these sentences so that they use a possessive apostrophe. One has been done.

1. The car belongs to Asfand.

Asfand's car.__________________

2. The house belongs to Sidra.

_____________________________

3. A new book belonging to Dawood.

_____________________________

4. This is tie belongs to Noman.

_____________________________

5. The photos belongs to Maria.

_____________________________

6. The dog belongs to Zara.

_____________________________

7. The bicycle belongs to Safdar

_____________________________

8. This hat belongs to Zafar.

_____________________________

9. This picture belongs to Mr. Zia.

_____________________________

10. The laptop belongs to Zeba.

_____________________________
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Worksheets

Unit-1

Grade 6

WORKSHEET-5
Lesson Plan-5, Period-4
Simple Past Tense

·

The simple past is a verb tense that is used to talk about things that happened or existed
before now.
Examples:
o Last year, I traveled to Japan.
o Did you have dinner last night?

A. Change the verbs in simple past.

1.

They work.

They worked.__________________

2.

We arrive.

_____________________________

3.

She visits.

_____________________________

4.

You enjoy.

_____________________________

5.

I carry.

_____________________________

6.

We cycle.

_____________________________

7.

They play.

_____________________________

8.

He tries.

_____________________________

9.

You understand.

_____________________________

10.

She reads.

_____________________________

B. Choose the correct option for each question.

Which sentence is in the simple past?
o She reads a book.
o
o She has read a book.
o
Which negative sentence is in the simple past?
o They didn’t sing a song.
o
o They don’t sang a song.
o
Which question is in the simple past?
o Did you saw her?
o
o Have you seen her
o
Which negative sentence is in the simple past?
o We spoke not English.
o
o We did not spoke English.
o
Which sentence is in the simple past?
o Sara forgetted her homework.
o
o Sara forgot her homework.
o

6

She read a book.
She is reading a book.
They don’t sing a song.
They didn’t sang a song.
Did you see her?
Do you see her?
We did not speak English.
We not speak English.
Sara forget her homework.
Sara forgets her homework.

Teachers’ Guide (English)
Unit-1

Worksheets
WORKSHEET-6

Grade 6

Lesson Plan-5, Period-5
Regular and Irregular Verbs
A. Change the regular and irregular verbs in parenthesis from first form to second form to

complete the sentences.
1.

I ______________ (walk) to school last week.

2.

I ______________ (understand) the lesson very well.

3.

They ______________ (eat) chicken and rice.

4.

He ______________ (study) computers for five months.

5.

She ______________ (buy) a gift for her friend.

6.

They ______________ (run) after the thief.

7.

They ______________ (arrive) late for the class.

8.

It ______________ (end) at 6:00 pm.

9.

We ______________ (stand) for two hours.

10. I ______________ (brush) my teeth in the morning.

B. Change the following verbs in second form.

1st form of Verb

2nd form of Verb

1st form of Verb

become

talk

begin

swim

cook

show

burn

know

fly

get

comb

write

hear

care

fight

wear

teach

win

book

think

jump

catch

leave

have

7

2nd form of Verb

Teachers’ Guide (English)
Unit-1

Worksheets
WORKSHEET-7

Grade 6

Lesson Plan-5, Period-6
Long and Short Vowel Sounds

A. Sing “Oh, Do You Know?” the long and short vowel song several times.

1. Oh, do you know the short a sound,
the short a sound, the short a sound?
Oh, yes I know the short a sound;
the short a sound is /ă/.

2. Oh, do you know the short e sound,
the short e sound, the short e sound?
Oh, yes I know the short e sound;
the short e sound is /ĕ/.

3. Oh, do you know the short i sound,
the short i sound, the short i sound?
Oh, yes I know the short i sound;
the short i sound is /ĭ/.

4. Oh, do you know the short o sound,
the short o sound, the short o sound?
Oh, yes I know the short o sound;
the short o sound is /ŏ/.

5. Oh, do you know the short u sound,
the short u sound, the short u sound?
Oh, yes I know the short u sound;
the short u sound is /ŭ/.

6. Oh, do you know the long a sound,
the long a sound, the long a sound?
Oh, yes I know the long a sound;
the long a sound is /ā/.

7. Oh, do you know the long e sound,
the long e sound, the long e sound?
Oh, yes I know the long e sound;
the long e sound is /ē/.

8. Oh, do you know the long i sound,
the long i sound, the long i sound?
Oh, yes I know the long i sound;
the long i sound is /ī/.

9. Oh, do you know the long o sound,
the long o sound, the long o sound?
Oh, yes I know the long o sound;
the long o sound is /ō/.

10. Oh, do you know the long u sound,
the long u sound, the long u sound?
Oh, yes I know the long u sound;
the long u sound is /ū/.
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Worksheets

Unit-1

Grade 6

WORKSHEET-8
Lesson Plan-5, Period-7
Diphthongs

A. Sing “The Right Diphthong Song” to the tune of “If you're Happy and you know it” several
times.

1. Can you help me spell out?

2. Can you help me spell found?

What are the vowels? o-u

What are the vowels? o-u

Can you help me spell shout?

Can you help me spell hound?

What are the vowels? o-u

What are the vowels? o-u

Know the right diphthong

Know the right diphthong

And you won’t spell it wrong.

And you won’t spell it wrong.

What letters will you use for the

What letters will you use for the

vowels? o-u

vowels? o-u

3. Can you help me spell cow?

4. Can you help me spell brown?

What are the vowels? o-w

What are the vowels? o-w

Can you help me spell now?

Can you help me spell crown?

What are the vowels? o-w

What are the vowels? o-w

Know the right diphthong

Know the right diphthong

And you won’t spell it wrong.

And you won’t spell it wrong.

What letters will you use for the

What letters will you use for the

vowels? o-w

vowels? o-w
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Worksheets

Unit-1

Grade 6

WORKSHEET-9
Lesson Plan-5, Period-8
Four Types of Sentences

·

There are four types of English sentence, classified by their purpose:
o declarative sentence (statement)
o interrogative sentence (question)
o imperative sentence (command)
o exclamatory sentence (exclamation)

A. Identify each sentence as declarative, imperative, exclamatory or interrogative.
1. The students wanted to go on a field trip.

_________________________

2. Can we go to the Suzo Park?

_________________________

3. Be on your best behavior for the next two weeks.

_________________________

4. We are so excited about going to the zoo!

_________________________

5. How far away is the park from the school?

_________________________

6. What time do we have to come home?

_________________________

7. Stop asking questions.

_________________________

8. How far is the mall from here?

_________________________

9. I never want to do that again!

_________________________

10. Light the candles on the cake!

_________________________
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Unit-1

Worksheets
WORKSHEET-10

Grade 6

Lesson Plan-6
Oral Communication Skills

·

Look at the picture carefully. Work in pairs (class fellow/sibling) and SAY five sentences about the
picture.
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Unit-2

Worksheets
WORKSHEET-11

Grade 6

Lesson Plan-1
Pre reading Strategy

Instructions: Help the boy to fill up the speech bubbles about taking actions to help save the
environment from getting polluted. One speech bubble has been done for you.

Let us make sure that we
put all trash in the bin.

12
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Worksheets

Grade 6
Pre reading Strategy

Instructions: Now in the speech bubbles below write five actions you will personally take to make
sure your surroundings are clean, safe and secure.
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Unit-2

Worksheets
WORKSHEET-12

Grade 6

Lesson Plan-3
Reading & Comprehension Strategies (Post Reading)
Project work
Ø Divide the class in three major groups
Ø Ask the group to select group name of their own choice.
Ø Now give the separate tasks (given below) to each group

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Group A
Select a manager, a secretary, record keeper , time manager and the rest of members as
presenters.
Write an application to the head/principal for permission to do the project work
Take a close survey of the school (only school building)
Find out the unclean areas, rubbish ridden spots and ill repaired points.
Make a list of the points
Discuss and finalize the plan to beautify the school building
Mention your own role and resources required
prepare a presentation on a chart paper etc
Prepare your presenters(at least3-4) to present
Presentation time.10 minutes for 1 group
Group B
Select a manager, a secretary, record keeper , time manager and the rest of members as
presenters.
Write an application to the head/principal for permission to do the project work
Take a close survey of the school (only school lawns, ground etc)
Find out the unclean areas, rubbish ridden spots and ill repaired points.
Make a list of the points
Discuss and finalize the plan to beautify the school ground, lawns, passages etc
Mention your own role and resources required
prepare a presentation on chart paper etc
Prepare your presenters(at least3-4) to present
Presentation time..10 minutes for 1 group

14
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Worksheets

Grade 6
Reading & Comprehension Strategies (Post Reading)

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Group C
Select a manager, a secretary , record keeper , time manager and the rest of members as
presenters.
Write an application to the head/principal for permission to do the project work
Take a close survey of the school (surrounding of school)
Find out the uncleaned areas, rubbish and bad looking points.
Make a list of the points
Discuss and finalize the plan to beautify the school surroundings
Mention your own role and resources required
prepare a presentation on chart paper etc
Prepare your presenters( at least3-4) to present
Presentation time.10 minutes for 1 group

Self-Reflection
·
·
·
·
·
·

Ask students take 5 minutes individually
Recall, think and write responses on the given points (Individual Task):
Did you enjoy this project work?
If yes, why. If not, why?
What have you learnt from this activity?
How did you feel working in groups, comment on your role and contribution?

15
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Unit-2

Worksheets

Grade 6

WORKSHEET-13
Lesson Plan-4, Period-1
Syllable Division

·

A syllable is the smallest unit of speech. It is usually a vowel which can have consonants before
and/or after it.
o One syllables words known as monosyllabic: cat, dog, car, sky.
o Two syllables words known as disyllabic: ho-tel, po-em, chor-us.
o Three syllables words known as trisyllabic: beau-ti-ful, met-a-phor, po-e-try.

A. Practice articulating all the words in list below with proper syllable division.

words

syllable

kinds

glass

glass

monosyllable

apple

ap-ple

disyllable

butterfly

but-ter-fly

tri-syllable

father

fa-ther

di-syllable

sister

sis-ter

di-syllable

plastic

plas-tic

di-syllable

litter

lit-ter

di-syllable

bat

bat

monosyllable

monkey

mon-key

di-syllable

forever

for-ev-er

tri-syllable

16
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Worksheets

Unit-2

Grade 6

WORKSHEET-14
Lesson Plan-4, Period-2
Synonyms and Antonyms

·
·

Synonyms are words that are similar, or have a related meaning, to another word.
Example: bold - brave
A word that has the exact opposite meaning of another word is its antonym.
Example: good – bad

A. Look at the words in the first column. Write a synonym and an antonym for each. Use the

words in the cloud

poor

new

difficult

ill

brave

healthy

tidy

timid

dirty

calm

easy

mad

calm
rich

aged

Words

stormy

Synonym

1. angry
2. shy
3. windy
4. old
5. clean
6. wealthy
7. hard
8. sick
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Unit-2

Worksheets

Grade 6

WORKSHEET-15
Lesson Plan-5, Period-1
Use of “a” and “an” with Countable and Uncountable Nouns

·
·
·

A noun is countable when the article in it can be counted
Examples: book, chair, computer, bottle etc.
Uncountable nouns can't be counted or made plural
Examples: sand, soil, water, air, coil, milk etc.
“a” and “an” cannot be used with uncountable nouns but we can use these articles with
countable nouns.

A. Circle the correct article (a / an / the) in each sentence.
1. Javed wanted to read a / an comic book.
2. The class went on a / an field trip.
3. He is reading an / a story.
4. Lubna put a / an orange on her yogurt.
5. My mom likes making an / a cake from scratch.
6. The dog caught a / an stick.
7. I saw a / an otter at the zoo.
8. I quickly ate a / an cookie.
9. A / an oval is shaped like a / an egg.
10. Zafar is a / an intelligent student.
B. Put the given nouns in correct column.

money

bananas

children

idea

dollars

news

teachers

sticks

rupees

music

stories

ships

trash

schools

lessons

advice

suitcases

bottles

water

electricity

rain

salt

soil

eggs

report

cakes

oranges

zebras

men

furniture

shoes

tables

Countable Nouns

Uncountable Nouns

18
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Unit-2

Worksheets

Grade 6

WORKSHEET-16
Lesson Plan-5, Period-2
Adverbs of Frequency

·

An adverb of frequency describes how often an action happens or takes place. There are
some main adverbs of frequency in English that we use while speaking or writing.
Examples: always, often, sometimes, never, usually, normally, rarely, again, once, twice,
thrice.

A. Use the prompts and the frequency adverbs to write sentences about yourself.
always

1.

usually

often

somethings

get up at seven o’clock
______________________________________________

2.

have a shower in the morning
______________________________________________

3.

have lunch at school
______________________________________________

4.

do homework in the afternoon
______________________________________________

5.

play computer games in the evening
______________________________________________

6.

cook dinner
______________________________________________

7.

watch TV before I go to bed
______________________________________________

8.

go to bed early
_________________________________________

19
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Unit-2

Worksheets

Grade 6

WORKSHEET-17
Lesson Plan-5, Period-3
Simple Present

·

A.

B.

The simple present is a verb tense that is used to express a habitual action or routine work.
Examples:
o I go to school daily.
o Do you have dinner tonight?
Complete the sentences with the Present Simple of the verbs in brackets.
1.

Palwasha and her friends __________ to school by bus. (go)

2.

Elephants __________ leaves and grass. (eat)

3.

Dawood's father __________ in a hospital. (work)

4.

The bank opens at 9.30 and __________ at 4.30. (close)

5.

Tahir and Jameel __________ football every day after school. (play)

6.

Mrs. Javed is a teacher. She __________ History. (teach)

7.

Our lessons __________ at 9.00 and __________ at 3.30. (start / finish)

8.

My pen friend __________ in Japan. (live)

9.

Maria and her brother __________ cartoons every Sunday morning. (watch)

10.

Arshad __________ his room every day. (tidy)

Add -s, -es or -ies to the verbs below to form the Present Simple for he, she or it.

1.

stop

_______

2.

study

_______

3.

do

_______

4.

watch

_______

5.

mix

_______

6.

tie

_______

7.

dress

_______

8.

try

_______

9.

go

_______

10. catch

_______

11. enjoy

_______

12. lose

_______

13. wash

______

14. like

______

15. visit

_______

16. read

______

17. play

______

18. say

_______

20
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Unit-2

Worksheets

Grade 6

WORKSHEET-18
Lesson Plan-5, Period-4
Regular and Irregular Verbs

·

·

Regular verbs are those whose past form and past participle are formed by adding –d or -ed at
the end of the verb.
Example:
o "bake" is a regular verb because the past tense is "baked".
Irregular verbs are those that don't follow the normal rule of adding –d or –ed to form their
past simple and past participle.

A. Complete the sentences with second form of verb. Use regular and irregular verbs in the

box.
understand
study

end
buy

run
walk

eat
arrive

1.

I ______________ to school last week.

2.

I ______________ the lesson very well.

3.

They ______________ chicken and rice.

4.

He ______________ computers for five months.

5.

She ______________ a gift for her friend.

6.

They ______________ after the thief.

7.

They ______________ late for the class.

8.

It ______________ at 6:00 pm.

9.

We ______________ for two hours.

10. I ______________ my teeth in the morning.

21

brush
stand
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Unit-2

Worksheets
WORKSHEET-19

Grade 6

Lesson Plan-5, Period-5
Long and Short Vowel Sounds
A. Sing “Oh, Do You Know?” the long and short vowel song several times.

1. Oh, do you know the short a sound,
the short a sound, the short a sound?
Oh, yes I know the short a sound;
the short a sound is /ă/.

2. Oh, do you know the short e sound,
the short e sound, the short e sound?
Oh, yes I know the short e sound;
the short e sound is /ĕ/.

3. Oh, do you know the short i sound,
the short i sound, the short i sound?
Oh, yes I know the short i sound;
the short i sound is /ĭ/.

4. Oh, do you know the short o sound,
the short o sound, the short o sound?
Oh, yes I know the short o sound;
the short o sound is /ŏ/.

5. Oh, do you know the short u sound,
the short u sound, the short u sound?
Oh, yes I know the short u sound;
the short u sound is /ŭ/.

6. Oh, do you know the long a sound,
the long a sound, the long a sound?
Oh, yes I know the long a sound;
the long a sound is /ā/.

7. Oh, do you know the long e sound,
the long e sound, the long e sound?
Oh, yes I know the long e sound;
the long e sound is /ē/.

8. Oh, do you know the long i sound,
the long i sound, the long i sound?
Oh, yes I know the long i sound;
the long i sound is /ī/.

9. Oh, do you know the long o sound,
the long o sound, the long o sound?
Oh, yes I know the long o sound;
the long o sound is /ō/.

10. Oh, do you know the long u sound,
the long u sound, the long u sound?
Oh, yes I know the long u sound;
the long u sound is /ū/.

22
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Worksheets

Unit-2

WORKSHEET-20

Grade 6

Lesson Plan-5, Period-6
Diphthongs
A. Sing “The Right Diphthong Song” to the tune of “If you're Happy and you know it”
several times.

1. Can you help me spell coin?

2. Can you help me spell toy?

What are the vowels? o-i

What are the vowels? o-y

Can you help me spell join?

Can you help me spell boy?

What are the vowels? o-i

What are the vowels? o-y

Know the right diphthong

Know the right diphthong

And you won’t spell it wrong.

And you won’t spell it wrong.

What letters will you use for the

What letters will you use for the

vowels? o-i

vowels? o-y

3. Can you help me spell coin?

4. Can you help me spell joy?

What are the vowels? o-i

What are the vowels? o-y

Can you help me spell join?

Can you help me spell Roy?

What are the vowels? o-i

What are the vowels? o-y

Know the right diphthong

Know the right diphthong

And you won’t spell it wrong.

And you won’t spell it wrong.

What letters will you use for the

What letters will you use for the

vowels? o-i

vowels? o-y
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WORKSHEET-21

Grade 6

Lesson Plan-5, Period-7
Four Types of Sentences
·

There are four types of English sentence, classified by their purpose:
o declarative sentence (statement)
o interrogative sentence (question)
o imperative sentence (command)

o exclamatory sentence (exclamation)

A. Read each sentence and add the correct end punctuation. Write whether each sentence is
declarative or interrogative.

1. In the old days, many people lived on farms

2. Wild animals roamed through the forests

3. Were the woods full of bears in those days

B. Change each sentence to the kind named in (). Write the new sentence.

4. Grandpa likes telling stories. (interrogative)

5. Are his stories always true? (declarative)
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Worksheets

Unit-2

WORKSHEET-22

Grade 6

Lesson Plan-5, Period-8
Punctuation Mark: Comma
·

Recognize and use comma:
o

for a series of items.

o

before a short quotation

A. Add commas where needed.
1.

The mouse the rat and the gerbil all looked very similar to me.

2.

My mom made me clean my room do the dishes and walk the dog.

3.

I asked Javeria Rasheed and Babar to come over after school.

4.

Don't forget to call your dad do your homework and fold your clothes.

5.

This weekend I wore two shirts three skirts and four pairs of shoes.

6.

On vacation I will visit Swat Murree Abbottabad Narran and Kaghan.

7.

The new team will meet on Tuesdays Wednesdays and Thursdays.

8.

Do you want to eat a salad a burger and some fries?

9.

We have to return to the library drive to the store and stop at the post office.

10. After school, the teachers principals and cafeteria workers will have a meeting.
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WORKSHEET-23

Grade 6

Lesson Plan-6
Oral Communication Skills
·

Look at the picture carefully. Work in pairs (class fellow/sibling) and SAY a sentences about
each classroom object
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